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THE REGULATORS AND THE PEOPLE 

Simon Lazarus* and Joseph Gnek** 

"The Commission is, or can be made, of great use to the railroads. It 
satisfies the public clamor for supervision of the railroads, at the same 
time that the supervision is almost entirely nominal. Moreover, the 
older the Commission gets to be, the more likely it is to take a business 
and railroad view of things." 

Attorney General Richard Olney's thoughts on 
the establishment of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission-18941 

pRESIDENT NIXON has expressed great concern over the pub- 
lic's disillusionment with the operations of the federal bureaucracy. 

In his 1971 State of Union Address the President asserted, "Most Ameri- 
cans today are simply fed up with government at all levels. They will 
not-and should not-continue to tolerate the gap between promise 
and performance in government." 2 In an apparent attempt to dispel the 
puplic's distress, the President appointed an advisory council on Execu- 
tive Organization, chaired by Roy L. Ash. This council has issued sev- 
eral reports urging various reforms in the executive branch of govern- 
ment. Although each of these reports is concerned with a separate 
facet of the federal executive, they all share the common goal of im- 
proving the efficiency of governmental operations. The most recent 

'Simon Lazarus, A.B., Harvard 1963; M.A., Yale 1967; LL.B., Yale 1967; member of 
the Bar of Washington, D.C. 

* Joseph Onek, A.B., Harvard 1962; M.A., London School of Economics, 1964; LL.B., 
Yale 1967; member of the Bar of Washington, D.C. 

This Response to the Ash Council Report on Selected Independent Regulatory Agen- 
cies was prepared at the request of the Center for Law and Social Policy, a XVashing- 
ton-based, non-profit institution dedicated to representing the interests of the poor and 
average citizen before government agencies and courts. In formulating the Response, 
the authors consulted with members of the Center staff and were greatly assisted by 
Howard Knee and Harvey Schulman, law students in residence at the Center for a 
semester. 

The Response was financed in part by a gift from Patricia D. Fishbein and Jeffrey 
D. Bauman. 

1 M. JOSEPHSON, THE PoLuiTcos 526 (1938). 
2 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, Vol. 7, No. 4 at 89 (1971). 
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report of the Ash Council is "A New Regulatory Framework: Report 
on Selected Independent Regulatory Agencies." 3 

In this report the Ash Council focused its inquiry on those regulatory 
agencies which are formally "independent"-those managed by commis- 
sioners with fixed terms of office. The Council concluded that the cen- 
tral problem interfering with the efficient operation of these agencies was 
their lack of accountability to the President.4 The Council's proposal for 
curing this problem is to transfer certain functions presently reposed in 
independent agencies to new agencies directly responsible to the Presi- 
dent, and to transfer others to a new "Administrative Court." In ad- 
dressing the specific recommendations of the Ash Council, we find that 
we agree with some of its proposals and disagree with others. Our 
principal conclusion, however, is that the Council incorrectly diagnosed 
the cause of the unrest that induced its own creation. 

We see the troubles of the federal regulatory system in a different 
light. We believe that the central problem with all regulatory agen- 
cies is their unresponsiveness to public concerns, and not their lack of 
accountability to the highest levels of the federal government. In our 
view, the federal bureaucracy is, with dismaying frequency, overly 
deferential to the business interests they are obligated to control.5 Too 
often its administrators refuse to allow citizens to participate in agency 
proceedings," and zealously guard from public view information vital to 
the economic interests of consumers or to the health and safety of all 
citizens.7 Thus we assert that the Ash Council should not have limited 
the scope of its inquiry to independent agencies, but rather it should 
have reviewed the operation of all federal regulatory activities. More- 
over, we believe that the Council should have been concerned primarily 
with proposing methods for insuring agency responsiveness to non- 
industry interests rather than increasing the accountability of agencies 
to the President. 

3THE PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COUNCIL ON EXECUTIVE ORGANIZATION, A NEW REGULA- 
TORY FRAMEWORK: REPORT ON SELECTED REGULATORY AGENCIES (1971) [hereinafter cited 
as AsH COUNCIL REPORT]. 

4 Id. at 16, 40-41. 
5 See text at note 63 infra. 
-6See Moss v. CAB, 430 F.2d 891, 893 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Office of Communication of 

the United Church of Christ v. FCC, 359 F.2d 994, 1003-04 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Hearings on 
S. 3434 & S. 2544 Before the Subcomm. On Administrative Practice and Procedure of 
the Senate Comm. On the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 221 (1970); Letter From Bess 
Myerson Grant, FCC 69-995 (September 17, 1969). 

7 Nader, Sellers, Robertson, Esposito, Wellford, Turner, & Fellmeth, A Status Report 
on the Responsiveness of Some Federal Agencies to the People's Right to Know About 
Their Government, in 115 CONG. REC. 24,073 (1969). 
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1971] Public Interest Representation 1071 

Certainly, the substantial federal regulatory apparatus which has 
evolved as a necessary response to the development of our modern tech- 
nology and mass production economy cannot perform its demanding 
task unless its administrative procedures are efficient. But the mere fact 
that agencies perform efficiently does not insure that the agencies are 
properly fulfilling their functions. As a federal appeals court remarked 
recently, 

[One must face] the recurring question which has plagued public 
regulation of industry: whether the regulatory agency is unduly ori- 
ented toward the interests of the industry it is designed to regulate, 
rather than the public interest it is supposed to protect.8 

As long ago as 1894, Attorney General Richard Olney, predicted that 
regulatory agencies would prove a blessing to business interests. In 
calming the fears of the president of the Burlington Railroad, he said 
of the ICC, 

The Commission is or can be made of great use to the railroads. It 
satisfies the public clamor for supervision of the railroads, at the same 
time that the supervision is almost entirely nominal. Furthermore, 
the older such a commission gets to be, the more inclined it will be to 
take the business and railroad view of things." 9 

It is high time to admit that Olney's cynical forecast was accurate. 
The operation of the regulatory system today presents a crisis for 
democracy, as well as an impediment to the managerial aims of the 
President. It is a crisis which cannot be solved merely by shuffling boxes 
on an organization chart as if they were divisions of a great corporation. 
We- must develop reforms that will banish from Washington the dis- 
graceful spectacle of the "captive" regulatory agency, open the closed 
files of bureaucracy to public inquiry, and assure meaningful and vigor- 
ous public participation in agency procedures and decisions. 

THE ASH COUNCIL: ITS MESSAGE AND ITS MANDATE 

The Report focuses on seven federal agencies: the Federal Trade 
Commission, Federal Power Commission, Federal Communications Com- 
mission, Securities and Exchange Commission, Federal Maritime Com- 
mission, Interstate Commerce Commission, and the Civil Aeronautics 

8 Moss v. CAB, 430 F.2d 891, 893 (D.C. Cir. 1970). 
9 M. JOSEPHSON, supra note 1, at 526. 
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Board. As a matter of constitutional theory, these agencies are not con- 
sidered part of the executive branch;'0 rather they are deemed "inde- 
pendent agencies," because the commissioners responsible for adminis- 
tering them serve for fixed terms and cannot be removed by the Presi- 
dent when they incur his displeasure or disregard his policies. Although 
independence was originally considered a significant attribute of the 
federal regulatory commissions, the Ash Council's basic finding is that 
the independence from direct presidential control has worked to the 
detriment of both the agencies and the public." Thus the Ash Coun- 
cil's Report contains three basic recommendations designed to make 
the operations of the independent agencies more amenable to the direct 
control of the President. First, the Council would abolish the collegial 
composition of all seven regulatory commissions except the FCC and 
place each under the control of a single administrator.12 Second, the 
Council would abolish all the commissions except the FCC and substi- 
tute executive agencies charged with essentially the same functions.'3 
The administrator of each agency would serve at the pleasure of the 
President.14 Third, the Council would transfer most of the adjudicatory 
functions presently conducted by the commissions to a new institution 
to be known as the Administrative Court of the United States.'" 

In responding to President Nixon's request for comments on the 
recommendations of the Ash Council, we should begin by acknowl- 
edging two basic reactions. First, we are gratified that the President 
has recognized that there exists among opinion leaders and among the 
public at large a general concern for the disrepair and disrepute into 
which the regulatory agencies seem to have fallen. In response to this 
recognition he appointed the Ash Council and invited interested persons 
to comment on its findings."' Second, we are generally disappointed 
by the content of the Ash Council's report. We find its recommenda- 
tions for reordering the legal relations between the White House and 
the independent agencies a most inadequate response to the nature and 
intensity of public dissatisfaction with the present state of federal regu-- 
lation of industry. 

10See, eg., Humphrey's Ex'r v. United States, 295 U.S. 602 (1935). 
11 AsH COUNCIL REPORT, supra note 3. at 16, 40-41. 
12Id. at 16, 31-46. 
3l3d. 

14 Id. at 40-41. 
15 Id. at 51-55. 
16 Unfortunately, in January the Administration substantially destroyed the value of 

the procedure initiated by the President by refusing to release the comments produced 
in response to his request. 
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Unlike some other critics we are not concerned with the fact that the 
Council's recommendations are neither original, nor supported by sub- 
stantial independent research. Although the actual text of the Report, 
when shorn of appendices, bibliographies, summaries, and a brief dis- 
cussion of methodology, comprises only forty-eight pages, experts on the 
administrative process have repeatedly advanced and defended the main 
contentions and conclusions contained in the Report. Since the New 
Deal a succession of experts, several of whom reported directly to the 
President, have proposed greater centralization of power over the 
agencies in the White House.17 Thus, in our view the Ash Council was 
justified in accepting this body of literature, and in relying on the work 
of past scholars to support its recommendations for reform. 

Our disappointment with the Report relates less to the Council's 
specific conclusions-though in many respects we find them misguided- 
than it does to the Council's comprehension of its mission, and the 
scope of its inquiry. The Council's recommendations are based on its 
conclusion that the regulatory agencies, "are not sufficiently account- 
able . . . to either the Congress or the President." "I As a result, the 
Report concluded, 

Regulatory activities . . . are not adequately supported and are not 
effectively coordinated with national policy goals.... "Inherent de- 
ficiencies" in the existing regulatory structure prevent the commissions 
from responding effectively to changes in industry structure, tech- 
nology, economic trends, and public needs.19 

Thus the Council's preoccupation was evidently with considerations of 
'efficiency, coordination, and harmony with national policy as set by 
the Chief Executive. 

The approach adopted by the Council is not surprising in view of its 
mandate, the composition of its membership, and the process by which 
it reached its conclusions. It was appointed by the President to examine 
problems of "organization" in the federal bureaucracy. Not only in 

17 Sce, e.g., J. LANDIS, REPORT ON REGULATORY AGENCIES TO THE PRESIDENT-ELECT (1%0); 
U.S. COMM'I'N ON ORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF TlE GOVERNMENT, LEGAL 
SERVICES AND PROCEDURES (1955); U.S. COMM'N ON ORGANIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE 
BRANCH OF THE GOVERNMENT, THE INDEPENDENT REGUTLATORY COMMISSIONS, REPORT No. 
12 (1949); THE PRESIDENT'S COMM. ON ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT, REPORT OF THE 
COMM. WITH STUDIES OF ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
(1937). 

18ASH COUNCIL REPORT, supra note 3, at 4. 
'9 Id. 
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this report, but in its prior reports on other areas of the federal bureauc- 
racy, the Council seems to have perceived as its mission and obligation 
to the President the reordering of the bureaucratic structure to serve 
his interests by focusing in the White House greater control over the 
formulation and implementation of policy.20 

Not surprisingly, the Report reflects the managerial orientation of 
its authors.2' It is noteworthy that in conducting its research the Coun- 
cil did not consult representatives of consumer, environmental, minority, 
or other public interests, except in group seminars.22 In its over two 
hundred "indepth interviews" the Council consulted only government 
officials and academicians.23 Since the Council failed to consider impor- 
tant factors bearing on the proper function of the independent agencies, 
we believe it is necessary to inject these factors into our critique of the 
Ash Report. 

Although some public disillusionment with the regulatory system may 
stem from problems emphasized by the Council, much dissatisfaction 
generates from other sources. The commissions were established to 
insure that the public interest is served in a variety of areas of the econ- 
omy. Today, however, the independent agencies seem unable to fulfill 
their original mandate. Agencies implement regulatory decisions and 
policies with little or no citizen participation; only industry points of 
view are heard and credited. As a result these agencies -often serve in- 
terests hostile to the general public interest. We believe that the public 
favors reforms in the regulatory system that will compel the independ- 
ent agencies to serve effectively the function for which they were cre- 
ated-protection of the public interest.24 

Even before public concern focused on problems of environmental 
and consumer protection, experts were troubled by the apparent cap- 
tivity of the regulatory bureaucracy. In his report to President-elect 

20 Id. at 16. 
21The members were: Roy L. Ash, President, Litton Industries, Inc.; George P. 

Baker, former Dean, Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration; 
John B. Connally, (now Secretary of the Treasury), Vinson, Elkins, Searls, & Connally; 
Frederick R. Kappel, former Chairman, American Telephone & Telegraph Company; 
Richard M. Paget, President, Cresap, McCormick and Paget, Inc.; and Walter N. 
Thayer, President, Whitney Communications Corp. 

22 AsH COUNCIL REPORT, supra note 3, at 125. 
23Id. 
24 While it is true that some regulatory agencies are charged with promoting the 

industry which they regulate (see, e.g. Pub. L. 85-726, 49 U.S.C. 5 1303 (1964), which 
charges the CAB with responsibility for promoting air travel), it can not be contended 
that such statutory mandates. justify ignoring the public good to promote a specific 
regulated company. 
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Kennedy a decade ago, James Landis, who was himself one of the 
leading architects of the New Deal's-contributions to the federal regu- 
latory establishment, emphasized the validity of the growing suspicion 
that in many instances "the regulatees had become the regulators." 25 

Today Landis's concern is widely held. Ralph Nader is but one of 
many prominent public spokesmen who regret the lack of zeal with 
which many federal bureaucrats safeguard the public interest against 
the narrower interests of the regulated industries. Leading newspapers, 
members of Congress, and distinguished academicians, as well as many 
ordinary citizens, have expressed despair and outrage at the subservience 
of segments of the regulatory system to private interests. In short, there 
is general agreement that something fundamental has gone awry. The 
public has found out what only a few shrewd insiders had understood- 
that agencies could be easily captured. No one has expressed this reali- 
zation more succinctly than Chief Justice Burger, who, while a mem- 
ber of the D.C. Circuit, wrote an opinion establishing for representa- 
tives of the public the right to participate in the FCC's license renewal 
hearings. According to the Chief Justice, 

The theory that the Commission can always effectively represent 
the listener interests . . . without the aid and participation of legiti- 
mate representatives fulfilling the role of private attorneys general is 
one of those assumptions we collectively try to work with so long as 
they are reasonably adequate. When it becomes clear, as it does to us 
now, that it is no longer a valid assumption which stands up under 
the realities of actual experience, neither we nor the Commission can 
continue to rely on it.26 

We believe that the problem of the captive regulatory commission is 
the fundamental aspect of the agencies' present malaise. It is an issue with 
the most profound and disturbing implications about the quality of 
American democracy. The reformers of an earlier generation created 
the regulatory commissions to provide public control over private in- 
dustries. Now it appears that "public control" has been often an illusory 
goal.27 We believe that any serious critique of the federal regulatory 
establishment must squarely face the problem of the captive agency. 
Such a critique must determine if there is any way for the people, 

25 LANDIS, supra note 17, at 70. 
26 Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, 359 F.2d 994, 

1003-04 (D.C. Cir. 1966). 
27 J.K. Galbraith, Address to the American Economic Association, reprinted in Eco- 

NOMICS, PEACE, AND LAUGHTER (ed. A. Williams 1971). 
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through their elected representatives, to impose durable controls upon 
the major centers of economic power and to insure a lasting foundation 
for regulation in the public interest. 

The Ash Council failed to consider the problems raised by the 
captive nature of the independent agencies. Although the Ash Re- 
port indirectly refers to popular concern about the integrity of the 
agencies, the issue is faced squarely only long enough to dismiss it.28 
The Council simply does not discuss the propensity of agencies to fall 
under the domination of the industries they regulate, nor does it ex- 
plore methods for opening agency proceedings to meaningful public 
participation. Instead the Council focuses on issues which, though not 
insignificant, bear little relation to this major source of public concern. 
Indeed, the Ash Council, in its composition, procedures, and conclu- 
sions, is itself a symbol of the public's concern. What better example 
could there be of the undemocratic character of the regulatory process 
than this business-dominated panel making its investigation and offering 
recommendations without even a meaningful gesture to indicate con- 
cern for the rights of representatives of consumers, environmentalists, 
or minorities to participate in its deliberations? To be sure, the Presi- 
dent has refrained from making the Council's recommendations part of 
his legislative program until he has the benefit of public reaction, and 
Congress could not enact a legislative program without substantial hear- 
ings and public debate; but had the Council sought means to involve the 
general public in its own inquiry and deliberations, it would have ac- 
quired a perspective different from that which it exhibited in its report. 

PRESIDENTIAL CONTROL AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST: AN ANALYSIS 
OF THE IMPACT OF THE ASH COUNCIL'S RECOMMENDATION 

ON THE FEDERAL REGULATORY PROCESS 

To remedy structural deficiencies of the independent commissions 
the Ash Council proposes a three-part formula: [1] abolishing "col- 
legial" leadership; [2] allowing agency administrators to serve only at 
the pleasure of the President; and [3] transfering agency adjudicatory 
functions to a new Administrative Court. In this section we will evalu- 
ate the impact of these proposals from the standpoint of their impact on 
the agencies' responsiveness to the public interest, or more precisely, to 
important viewpoints and constituencies generally unrepresented in the 
regulatory process. 

28 AsH COUNCIL REPORT, supra note 3, at 17. 
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At the outset, it is necessary to distinguish two definitions of the 
ubiquitous term "public interest." As former FTC Commissioner Philip 
Elman has pointed out, the term is most often used in a strong or sub- 
stantive sense, frequently as an actual decisional standard in regulatory 
statutes and decisions. 'When thus used, "public interest" equates with 
"ithe public good" or "the national welfare," 29 and refers to the result 
which an agency ought to reach regarding the merits of a controversy; 
it means the correct decision or the right answer. There is, of course, no 
litmus test to determine whether a particular agency decision promotes 
the public interest in this sense of the term. The industry view of a 
particular issue may be in the public interest as well as its own interest. 
Proponents of environmental beauty, for example, who wish to pro- 
hibit power companies from building new plants or stringing new lines 
above ground, believe that their position represents the public interest; 
but the concomitants of such a position are usually higher utility rates, 
lower power availability, and perhaps even more pollution for the 
public at large. Under these circumstances, who can say which view is 
really in the public interest? 

Although the environmentalist view of such matters is not neces- 
sarily coincident with substantive public interest, environmentalists are 
frequently called "public interest representatives" when they appear 
before administrative agencies. Representatives of consumer, minor- 
ity, taxpayer, and other public groups often receive the same com- 
pliment. People who apply the public interest label in this manner are 
not wrong, but they are using the term "public interest" in a sense dif- 
ferent from its strong or substantive meaning. They are using it to refer 
to important, but not necessarily correct, points of view which do not 
enjoy the sponsorship of an industry or other well-organized constitu- 
ency, and which as a result are not frequently represented in the regu- 
latory process. In this Article, when referring to the need for agencies 
to be responsive to the public interest, we will be using the term in this 
second weaker sense. 

Abolition of Collegial Administration 
Though we do not believe that the concept of collegial leadership is 

indefensible, on balance we believe that at least marginal improvement 
29Letter from Philip Elman to Secretary of Treasury David M. Kennedy, Novem- 

ber 10, 1970, p. 1. In his letter, Mr. Elman clearly spelled out the distinction between 
"an agency's determination of 'the' public interest, and the representation of public 
interests, frequently conflicting with each other, that must be weighed-along with 
private interests-in making that determination." 
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in agency responsiveness to non-industry interests will result from 
placing agencies under the control of a single administrator. To this 
limited extent we agree with the Ash Council's recommendation. 

Because multi-member leadership has tended to paralyze agencies at 
the top, depriving them of the capacity to initiate or redirect policy, it 
has often been difficult for agencies to act contrary to the interests of the 
regulated industries. The inefficiency of a multi-member agency's top 
level decision making machinery decreases the procedural consistency of 
the agency's staff, thus making the agency vulnerable to those -interest 
representatives who have intimate knowledge of attitudes, powers, and 
procedures at the staff level. Since regulated industries tend to marshal 
the time and money necessary to acquire this intimate knowledge of the 
agency's internal workings, they are primarily benefitted by the phe- 
nomenon of staff control. Moreover, as the agency loses its capacity to 
formulate and execute policy in a coherent fashion, it gradually be- 
comes more dependent on external sources for responses to the problems 
it confronts. 

In addition to the problems of inefficiency inherent in the multi- 
member form of organization, the commissions have suffered from a 
general lack of quality in those appointed to leadership positions. Al- 
though there are notable exceptions, federal regulatory commissioners 
have rarely been the disinterested experts the reformers expected. In- 
stead, the agencies have provided sinecures for political cronies and 
campaign aides. We feel that the existence of collegial leadership as an 
institutional form has contributed to this unfortunate development by 
diffusing public interest in the appointment of commissioners. Thus 
Presidents are relatively unconcerned about the unfavorable publicity 
generated by the appointment of a poorly qualified commissioner. More- 
over, collegial leadership depersonalizes the formulation of agency pol- 
icy, thereby protecting a commissioner and the President who appointed 
him from criticism. 

This is not to say that the abolition of multi-member commissions 
will necessarily, or immediately, result in visible and dynamic agency 
response to public interest. Indeed, it is not difficult to cite instances of 
lackluster performance by regulatory institutions directed by a single 
administrator; and we concede that there may be disadvantages gen- 
erated by the elimination of collegial leadership. For example, under 
the collegial system it is likely that at least one commissioner of an 
agency will adopt policy positions independent of industry wishes. 
From his pulpit atop the agency, the "maverick" is in an excellent posi- 
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tion to observe the conduct of his brethren and to inform the public 
of abuses. Though a move to single-administrator agencies would 
eliminate this check on regulatory abuse, we believe, on balance, that a 
single administrator would tend to be more responsive to public in- 
terest; therefore, we support the Council's recommendation. 

Establishing Presidential Control Over the Regulatory Agencies 

The Ash Council recommends that the commissions be stripped of 
their independence by having their single administrators serve at the 
pleasure of the President, as do the heads of executive agencies. The 
concept of formal presidential control is the heart of the Council's pro- 
posals, and it is central to the tradition of criticism that the Council em- 
braces. The concept derives ultimately from the same assumption that 
dominated reformist thinking in America throughout the first half of 
the twentieth century-that of a progressive, beneficent, and responsive 
President. We do not believe that it is possible to predict with confi- 
dence that the actual effects of formal presidential control over the 
agency heads would systematically improve agency responsiveness. 

The architects of the regulatory agencies believed that it was desir- 
able to insulate the agencies from the pressures and policies which would 
be expressed through the presidency. This judgment was based on two 
premises. First, the architects felt that the possibility of such influence 
would disturb continuity of sound regulation. Second, the architects 
believed that regulation was primarily a technical matter for experts, and 
that, left alone, the agencies would arrive at correct determinations of 
proper rates, spectrum allocations, or route franchises. Therefore, presi- 
dential or other "political" interference with regulatory policy was 
thought likely to result in incorrect regulatory results. 

Obviously, it is no longer possible to view the agencies' responsibilities 
as merely technical. We' know that decisions setting railroad rates, for 
example, are necessarily decisions to favor one transport group over an- 
other, and may, by promoting one mode of transport over'another, in- 
volve important and perhaps irreversible choices affecting social values 
and styles of life. 'Although the faith of Progressives and New Dealers 
in the independent expertise was misguided, it hardly follows that regu- 
latory policies would improve if the agencies were more amenable to 
presidential influence. 

The Ash Council asserts that more accountability'to the President is 
desirable because the agencies, need to have their policies harmonized 
with "national policy goals." The Council, however, discusses neither 
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what these goals are, nor how existing arrangements conflict with their 
achievement. In fact, what the Council calls "national policy goals" are 
simply policies favored by the President, which means some mixture of 
his own convictions and the dictates of political pressures to which he 
feels behooved to respond. Therefore, whether one agrees with the 
Ash Council's recommendation for increased presidential control de- 
pends, first, on one's assessment of the policies favored by the President, 
and, second, on the happenstance of one's agreement with those policies. 
However, the ultimate question should be whether increasing presiden- 
tial control will increase administrative responsiveness. 

The Ash Council contends that, 

[A single administrator, serving at the pleasure of the President] could 
not avoid public exposure and would be more responsive for that 
reason. Because his performance would directly reflect on the execu- 
tive branch, the President would be more inclined to remedy agency 
shortcomings whether due to a lack of legislative authority, ineffective 
administration, or inadequate funding.30 

Although the Ash Council does not extend this argument to embrace 
the notion that presidential control would help to counter industry 
domination of regulatory agencies (since it appears generally skittish 
about conceding that such domination is itself a serious problem at all), 
other proponents of presidential control have advanced that particular 
contention.31 The Council does assert that regulatory capacity to carry 
out objectives not favored by regulated industries would be enhanced 
because the President would give the agencies' budgetary needs greater 
support if he felt responsible for the success of their policies.32 

On examination, none of these arguments seems persuasive. Forcing, 
administrators to serve at the pleasure of the President does not neces- 
sarily mean that the agency will become less responsive to the concerns 
of the industry with which it is familiar, and more responsive to con- 
flicting public concerns expressed through the President. In the first 
place, giving the President more legal authority over a particular agency 
does not mean that actual control will follow as a matter of course. If 
the industry has substantial influence over the relevant parts of Congress, 
especially the relevant appropriations subcommittee, the President may 

30 ASH COUNCIL REPORT, supra note 3, at 41. 
155-62 (1955). 

3lSee, e.g., M. Bernstein, Regulating Business By Independent Commissions 146-47, 
32 AsH COUNCIL REPORT, supra note 3, at 40. 
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be helpless to serve as a counter to industry influence over the agency. 
Moreover, even if the option is available to him, he may well decide not 
to exercise it. It rarely makes sense for a President to arouse the antago- 
nism of a powerful industry. Only when the public is deeply disturbed 
by the industry's position, can the President expect any political bene- 
fits from such action. Furthermore these benefits are likely to be specu- 
lative. On the other hand, the political detriments that flow from any 
decision to oppose an industry and its captive regulators are certain to 
be felt and generally are quite definite in nature. In short, the risks of 
anti-industry action for the President will often seem greater than the 
gains. Hence, changing the legal relations between the White House 
and the agencies to make them conform to the pattern of the White 
House's relation to executive agencies would not necessarily change the 
political conditions that are the crucial detriments of regulatory policy. 

Recent history provides numerous examples of regulatory agencies 
subject to formal presidential control where subservience to industry 
wishes is as marked as it is in some of the independent agencies. The 
Department of Agriculture has housed a variety of regulatory functions 
which involve important issues of consumer and environmental protec- 
tion. Although the President has formal control over the Secretary of 
Agriculture, various subagencies of the USDA have shown a pro- 
nounced tendency to favor agricultural interests in their discharge of 
these functions. For example, until recently, the Pesticides Regulation 
Division of Agriculture had primary responsibility for carrying out the 
provisions of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act of 
1947. Nevertheless after extensive hearings the House Government 
Operations Committee concluded that "Until mid-1967, the USDA 
Pesticides Regulation division failed almost completely to carry out its 
responsibility to enforce provisions of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide 
and Rodenticide Act intended to protect the public from hazardous and 
ineffective pesticide products." 3" 

Certainly the USDA regulation of pesticides under the Federal In- 
secticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act is not strictly analogous to the 
structure that the Ash Council envisioned for the functions now per- 
formed by the independent agencies. Unlike the case of USDA's reg- 
ulatory functions the regulatory agencies revamped along the lines 
sketched by the Council would not disappear into large bureaucracies, 
put would remain individual entities and would report directly to the 

33 COMm. ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, DEFICIENCIES IN ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL 
INsEcrICI, FUNGICIDE, AND RODENTCIDE AcT 13 (1969). 
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White House. However, depending on White House priorities, this 
fact could mean that the agencies would receive less supervision, rather 
than more. 

A more critical weakness in the foundation of the Council's recom- 
mendation is the misconception that the President is generally' more re- 
sponsive to public interests which are in conflict with the interests of a 
regulated industry than a particular administrative entity. The White 
House has not infrequently been the vehicle for the triumph of industry 
pressures. Again, recent examples are not hard to locate. In 1969, public 
opposition to oil import quota policies mounted, as inflation spurred 
popular anxiety over the $5-$8 billion annually that the import program 
costs consumers. A cabinet level task force, headed by Secretary of 
Labor Schultz recommended that quotas be replaced by a tariff system 
which would reduce prices and assure that the public treasury would 
benefit from the exclusionary policies alleged to promote the national 
security.34 The Task Force Report was ignored by the President. In 
1970 and 1971 the Environmental Protection Agency and the Council 
on Environmental Quality, agencies which are under direct White 
House control, failed to oppose the aircraft industry's side of the SST 
battle, which happened to coincide with a prime "national policy goal" 
of the President.35 Finally in 1970, the Office of Consumer Affairs was 
overwhelmed by industry pressures expressed through the White House. 
Although Mrs. Virginia Knauer, head of the office and the President's 
Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs, had publicly endorsed the con- 
cept of class action lawsuits in consumer cases, and had promised to 
introduce legislation establishing a right to bring consumer class actions 
in the federal courts, she was soon induced to change her mind.3" Ulti- 
mately, she appeared in congressional offices as a lobbyist against strong 
class action bills proposed by Democratic senators and congressmen. 

34 CABINET TASK FORGE ON OIL IMPORT CONTROL, THE OIL IMPORt QUESTION, A RE- 
PORT ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF OIL IMPORTS AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY (1970). 

35See Testimony of William D. Ruckelshaus, Administrator, Environmental Protec- 
tion Administration, Hearings Before the Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Appropria- 
tions, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 109FF (1971). The CEQ recommended construction of two 
prototypes. Interview with Mrs. Jayne Brumly, Director of Public Information, Council 
of Environmental Quality, August 3, 1971. 

36See Address by Virginia Knauer to the Consumer Federation of America, Denver, 
Colo., August 23, 1969. In this address Mrs. Knauer referred to Hearings on Class Ac- 
tion and Other Consumer Procedures Before the Subcomm. on Commerce and Finance 
of the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 241 
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In sum, increasing presidential control over the regulatory agencies does 
not seem likely to result in systematic counters to industry pressures on 
those agencies, and thereby make them more responsive to public in- 
terests. 

From the standpoint of the agencies' responsiveness to public in- 
terests, there is one principal argument favoring increased presidential 
control of the independent agencies. In times when long dormant public 
enthusiasm for consumer or environmental protection objectives sud- 
denly comes alive, it may be that agencies supject to direct presidential- 
control will respond more rapidly than formally independent agencies. 
But even in such cases, the results of formal control cannot be predicted 
with confidence. In the present era of increasing public consciousness of 
consumer and environmental needs, all the federal regulatory agencies 
have shown at least some disposition to respond to the public mood. 
But whether the response of agencies subject to formal White House 
control has been more far-reaching and dramatic, than the response of 
the independent agencies appears doubtful at best. 

Indeed, the contrast between the response of the FTC and that of the 
White House Office for Consumer Affairs provides an instructive ex- 
ample of the possible relationship between legal independence and 
agency responsiveness. When the President took office, he had not ex- 
hibited personal enthusiasm for the cause of consumer protection. His 
first choice for the job of Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs was 
widely criticized as inadequately zealous in her concern for consumer 
protection.37 Hence, the President, apparently perceiving the intensity 
of public concern about the consumer cause, reversed himself and ap- 
pointed Mrs. Virginia Knauer, who had acquired a relatively more ro- 
bust reputation as director of Pennsylvania's Office of Consumer Affairs. 
The President further dramatized his budding interest in consumer issues 
by suggesting the appointment of an American Bar Association blue 
ribbon panel to investigate the severe criticisms of the FTC made by 
three young associates of Ralph Nader.38 After his first FTC Chairman 
was elevated to a post high in the Executive Office of the President, 
the President's next Chairman was Miles Kirkpatrick, the author of the 

(1970). The bill she presented to Congress was substantially weaker than the measure 
she had originally proposed. H.R. 14931, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. (1970). 

37 See, e.g., N.Y. Times, Feb. 14, 1969, at 38, col. 1. 
38 E. Cox, R. FELLMETH, & J. ScHurLTz, THE CONSUMER AND THE FEDERAL TRADE COM- 

MISSION 4 (1969). 
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ABA report, which had confirmed Nader's criticisms and endorsed 
similar recommendations for reform.39 

Thus President Nixon apparently felt that he would be held account- 
able by the public for the quality of his appointments to both of these 
consumer protection offices, even though one is formally independent. 
and one is very much under the President's direct control. In each case, 
the President responded to the public interest in consumer protection 
by making an appointment which would appeal above criticism. How- 
ever, after the appointments were made, Special Assistant Knauer and 
FTC Chairman Kirkpatrick showed very different patterns of behavior. 
As discussed above, Mrs. Knauer was forced to alter her positions on 
important issues because of White House sympathy for industry fears.40 
Even in this period of heightened public attention to consumer issues, 
the President evidently found it politically advantageous to put pro- 
industry pressures on his Assistant for Consumer Affairs. On the other 
hand, since his appointment as FTC Chairman, Miles Kirkpatrick-who, 
unlike Mrs. Knauer, cannot be fired by the President-has taken in- 
creasingly vigorous stances on a range of consumer issues, and has op- 
posed administration view on several key legislative issues.4' Under 
Kirkpatrick, the FTC has even challenged a merger of two leading drug 
manufacturers (one headed by a close friend and campaign supporter 
of President Nixon), which the Justice Department had previously re- 
fused to challenge, despite the advice of its own Antitrust Division Chief. 

It does seem, therefore, that the protection afforded by fixed tenure 
will cause some regulatory officials to take stands independent of the 
White House, and that in some cases, this will result in a stronger regu- 
latory posture, or a position which is less responsive to industry interests. 

Whatever the consequences of giving Presidents the power to dismiss 
regulatory administrators, it is highly misleading to picture this change 
as a revolutionary departure from the current state of affairs. Over the 
past several decades, a series of legislative and administrative measures 
have eroded the independence of the regulatory commissions. Some of 
these measures increased presidential control inadvertently; others were 

39 ABA COMMISSION TO STUDY THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, REPORT (1969). 
40 See note 36 supra. 
41 See, e.g., Testimony of Miles Kirkpatrick on Consumer Product Warranties and 

the Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act, Hearings on S. 986 Before the Senate 
Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971); Testimony 
of Morton Kneedleman, Assistant to the Director of the Bureau of Consumer Protec- 
tion, Hearings on H.R. 5698 Before the Subcomn. on Commerce and Finance of the 
House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971). 
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inspired by the same sentiments that animated the Ash Council's pro- 
posal. If the Council's proposal to eliminate the last vestige of the agen- 
cies' independence is adopted, it will represent the final step in a 
series of incremental moves, rather than a sharp reversal of the status 
quo. 

Moreover, it is far from clear that past moves toward centralization 
have improved the agencies' responsiveness to public interests. On the 
other hand it is quite clear that in certain critical ways the most im- 
portant agency of centralization, the Office of Management and Budget, 
is seriously reducing the capacity of non-industry interest to influence 
regulatory policy and is diluting the vigor of the agencies' performance. 
Thus it is essential to evaluate the effects of prior centralizing measures, 
in order to appraise the worth of those further steps the Council recom- 
mends. 

The President exercises control over the independent agencies through 
a growing array of devices, which have been detailed by FTC member 
Everette MacIntyre.42 First, the Department of Justice controls the 
agencies' access to the courts, through a combination of custom, and 
legislative and judicial authority. A recent 8th Circuit decision held 
that the Justice Department has the power to enforce or to decline 
to enforce, subpoenas issued by the independent agencies.43 The Justice 
Department supported this decision by an amicus curiae brief, while the 
FTC, the agency involved in the case, vigorously opposed it. Second, 
agencies must submit their budgets and recommendations for legislation 
to the Office of Management and Budget before Congress sees them.44 
Moreover, all requests for information directed to more than nine per- 
sons must first be reviewed by OMB, which holds-and exercises-the 
authority to make significant changes in information requests to delay 
their submission, and even to quash them altogether.45 Finally, the 
President now has the power to appoint one of the members of each 
agency Chairman, to serve at pleasure of the President.46 Since the 
Chairman has substantially autonomous control over staff appointments 
and supervision, this power is hardly inconsequential. 

Of these sources of White House power over the agencies, the most 
significant is the authority exercised by the Office of Management and 

42 Speech by Everette MacIntyre, Regulatory Independence, Factual or Fanciful, 
January 16, 1969. 

43 FTC v. Guignon, 390 F.2d 323 (8th Cir. 1968). 
44 31 U.S.C. ? 16 (1970). 
45 44 U.S.C. ? 424 (1964). 
46 5 U.S.C. ? 901 et seq. (1970). 
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Budget. Its significance would grow if the Ash Council recommenda- 
tions became law. Although very little is known about the impact of 
OMB's prerogative to screen agency legislative proposals before Con- 
gress can receive them, OMB has shown no inclination to liberate regu- 
latory agencies from their difficult financial straits. Through Commis- 
sioner MacIntyre's 1969 remarks and Ralph Nader's more elaborate 
statement to the same effect as a witness before the Senate Subcom- 
mittee on Intergovernmental Relations in 1970, the public has had an 
opportunity to learn of the extraordinary consequences of the power 
held by the OMB over the agencies' power to collect information from 
regulated industries.47 OMB largely delegates this power to industry- 
dominated Advisory Committees. Nader's testimony disclosed, for ex- 
ample, that the Advisory Subcommittee on Natural Gas Pipelines was 
composed almost entirely of representatives of pipeline companies.48 

The Gas Pipeline Advisory Committee recently succeeded in delay- 
ing and diluting a questionnaire propounded by the Office of Pipeline 
Safety in the Department of Transportation seeking information about 
the age, quality and composition of the nation's pipelines. This infor- 
mation was essential to this meagerly budgeted office's mandate to ad- 
minister the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968.49 In another case, 
the OMB's deference to its industry advisory committees prevented for 
seven years the submission of a questionnaire by the Federal Water 
Quality Administration for the purpose of compiling an inventory of 
plants in the United States contributing to water pollution. Although 
Representative Henry S. Reuss's House Subcommittee on Conservation 
and Natural Resources had demanded this inventory in 1963, OMB re- 
fused FWQA permission to collect the information three times, in 1964, 
1967, and 1968. When OMB finally consented in 1970, it required the 
stipulation that responding to the questionnaire had to be "voluntary", 
a condition which makes the request a virtual sham.80 

Although OMB has asserted on the record that advisory committee 
meetings are now "open to all interested parties without exception,"lr1 

4T 116 CONG. REC. E9210-15 (daily ed. Oct. 14, 1970). 
48 The companies include Panhandle Eastern Pipeline, Eastern Pipeline Company, 

Columbia Gas Systems, Texas Eastern Transmission Company, Florida Gas Trans- 
mission Company, United Gasoline Company, Consolidated Gas Supply Corporation, 
Northern Natural Gas Company, Independent Natural Gas Association of America, 
Gulf Oil, and El Paso Natural Gas. 

49 82 Stat. 720, 49 U.S.C. ?? 1671-84 (1970). 
50 N.Y. Times, Sept. 18, 1970, reprinted in 116 CONG. REC. E9217-18 (daily ed. Oct. 14, 

1970). 
51 116 CONG. REc. E9217 (daily ed. Oct. 14, 1970). 
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membership on the committees is still tightly controlled. The Consumer 
Federation of America was denied specifically the right to place repre- 
sentatives on certain significant committees and OMB instead invited 
Mrs. Knauer to send representatives from her office.52 Moreover, OMB 
has opposed a bill introduced by Senator Metcalf, which would require 
consumer, labor, and small business representation on the committees 
and "timely, conspicuous public notice" of their meetings.53 

Given these facts about the extent of present White House control 
over the independent agencies, and the ends to which that control has 
sometimes been put, three suggestions seem justified. First, the incre- 
mental significance-from any standpoint, either efficiency, responsive- 
ness, or even subservience to the Presidency for its own sake-of having 
the heads of the independent agencies serve at the pleasure of the Presi- 
dent is radically overstated in the Ash Council's account. Second, this 
further step in the direction of Presidential control cannot be relied 
upon to produce a net systematic gain in terms of the agencies' respon- 
siveness to non-industry interests. Third, whether further steps toward 
centralization are taken, the ideal of greater responsibility to public 
interests cannot be served unless other measures are taken of a very 
different stamp-measure designed to increase public participation in the 
federal administrative process. 

Creation of an Administrative Court 

The Ash Council's third proposal for restructuring the independent 
regulatory process is the creation of a special Administrative Court.54 
The Council asserts that this court would make administrative litigation 
more efficient by relieving top agency leadership of the principal re- 
sponsibility for reviewing the initial decisions of trial examiners.55 To 
the contrary, we believe that the creation of an Administrative Court 
would not increase efficiency, and would quite possibly decrease effi- 
ciency. More importantly, adoption of the Council's proposal would 
decrease the responsiveness of agencies to non-industry interests. 

Presently, agency actions are tried before an agency hearing examiner 
and are reviewed by the commission en banc. The Ash Council con- 
tends that this procedure combines the worst features of both the ad- 

52 Reinemer, Budget Bureau: Do Advisory Panels Have an Industrial Bias?, in CONG. 
REC. E9215 (daily ed. Oct. 14, 1970). 

53 S. 1637, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971). 
54 ASH COUNCIL REPORT, supra note 3, at 53. 
M Id. at 49-50. 
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ministrative and judicial procedures. Although the proceedings are at 
least as cumbersome and protracted as are court cases of equal com- 
plexity, the results are considerably less consistent. The Council's solu- 
tion to the problem is to require the commissioners to complete their 
review of a hearing examiner's decision within thirty to forty-five 
days.," Following this abbreviated intra-agency review, the agency de- 
cision would be subject to further review by the proposed Administra- 
tive Court. The Council claims that this procedure would not only 
speed the disposition of individual cases, but would also make adminis- 
trative decisions more consistent and respectful of precedent, since hear- 
ing examiner's decisions would acquire greater precedential status than 
they currently have.57 Moreover, the Council asserts that the right to 
appeal to the Administrative Court would assure administrative litigants 
that the agency's application of law would be subject to judicial review, 
while at the same time relieving the federal Courts of Appeal of the 
burden of hearing appeals from the regulatory agencies.58 

Although we share the Council's dissatisfaction with the existing ad- 
ministrative litigation procedure, we cannot accept its solution to the 
problem. The creation of an Administrative Court, at least as it is con- 
ceived by the Council, would not reduce the length of administrative 
cases; it would merely place one stage of the procedure under a different 
roof. Moreover, implementation of the proposal would add a stage to 
to the review process, should appeal lie from the Administrative Court 
to the Courts of Appeal, rather than directly to the Supreme Court. Al- 
though the Report does not make its intentions clear on this point, we 
will assume its aim is to take the Courts of Appeal out of the process of 
administrative litigation. 

Second, we believe that the short and arbitrary time limit the Council 
recommends for top level internal review could not prove workable. In 
controversial or major cases, a responsible administrator might legiti- 
mately require more time to resolve hard questions. To obtain more 
time, the administrator might resort to the strategem of reversing the 
examiner's decision and remanding it on procedural or technical grounds. 
In practice, therefore, the purpose of the thirty-day rule could and 
probably would be defeated. Furthermore, delays in the disposition of 
administrative cases generally do not result from protracted considera- 
tion at the top. Delays mainly occur while cases are at the staff-level. 

56 Id. at 50. 
57 Id. at 54. 
58 Id. at 53. 
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The causes are as much poor ordering of priorities, underfunding, and 
understaffing as they are inadequate delegation by the top-level decision- 
makers to the staff. It is simply not true that hearing examiners are fre- 
quently reversed by their superiors. On the contrary, in routine cases, 
the staff's view generally prevails without question. Only in cases in- 
volving major question of policy are the examiners' decisions likely to 
be reversed, and it is precisely these cases that the agency leadership 
may need a longer time than the Council would provide to resolve the 
issues. The Council's recommendation that a time limit be placed on 
agency review seems bottomed on the assumption that administrative 
efficiency will be enhanced if agency leadership passes its review func- 
tion to the courts and concentrates instead on formation of broad policy 
rules and directives. But it is simply not feasible to deprive agency 
leadership of the power to insure that agency decisions comport with 
agency policy. We believe that the only effective means to control 
the administrative adjudication procedure, without seriously inhibiting 
proper and forceful agency administration, is the promulgation and 
strict enforcement by the courts of standards of reasonableness, which 
an agency's leadership must heed if its decisions to reverse hearing ex- 
aminers are to be upheld. 

Although we feel it unlikely that the creation of an Administrative 
Court would increase the efficiency of the administrative litigation 
process, we have a more serious objection to the Council's concept of a 
special Administrative Court. We maintain that to free the agencies 
from supervision by the federal Courts of Appeal would be a disaster for 
the public interests. Over the past decade, the most positive force con- 
trolling regulated industries has been the federal Courts of Appeals, 
especially the D. C. Circuit. Without Chief Justice Burger's decision in 
United Church of Christ59 and the similar decision of the Second Cir- 
cuit in Scenic Hudson Preservation Committee v. FPC,60 representatives 
of public interests would not have the legal right to participate in many 
agency proceedings. Without the right to appeal to the impartial forum 
that the federal court of appeals have afforded, public interest advocates 
would have had no chance to register many important advances. 

There is good reason to believe the Administrative Court would not 
provide as effective support for the rights of non-industry interests in 
agency proceedings as have the federal courts of appeal. Indeed, the 
Administrative Court might well exhibit many of the same traits for 

59 359 F.2d at 994. 
"? 354 F.2d 608 (2d Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 384 U.S. 941 (1966). 
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which the Council assails the institution of multi-member, independent 
commissioners. Despite the fifteen year term of office for Administrative 
Court judges which is envisioned by the Ash Council,6' the court could 
not attract as distinguished appointees as does the federal appeals bench. 
On the other hand, the occasion of making appointments to the court 
would attract more attention from lobbyists representing regulated in- 
dustries than does the occasion of an appointment to even the Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia. Regulated industries would view 
appointments to the Administrative Court just as they now view appoint- 
ments to the agencies themselves. Since the appointee's entire work 
would concern only a few large industries, it would be worth the in- 
dustries while to assert political influence to assure that the appointees 
would be acceptable. 

Although judges on the Administrative Court probably would acquire 
more expertise in regulatory matters than do federal appellate judges, 
they would also acquire a more parochial perspective of the problems 
under the agencies' jurisdiction. It is precisely because federal appeals 
judges are not part of the informal government of regulatory agencies 
and lack the parochialism of the regulators themselves that they can 
provide so valuable a check on the proclivity of regulators to become 
excessively sympathetic to the interests of regulated industries. Great 
technical expertise is not crucial to effective judicial review of adminis- 
trative action. The regulators themselves ought to be experts, but the 
judges who review their decisions need not be well versed in the in- 
tellectual framework or the political and personal relationships which 
dominate the regulators' immediate environment. It is the function of 
a reviewing court to apply general standards of interpretation to regu- 
latory statutes, to appraise administrators' efforts to justify their actions 
by reference to pertinent authorities and to the facts of individual cases, 
and to insist that agencies hear and take account of all relevant views. 
Although this review function need be performed only rarely, it is of 
the highest importance to the integrity of the regulatory process. To be 
effective, the function of judicial review must be discharged by men 
of independence and intellect. Such men are far less likely to be found 
on the Ash Council's Administrative Court than on the United States 
Courts of Appeals. 

The concept of a specialized court for regulatory matters was first 
advanced during the Progressive Era by elements of the financial and 
business community as an alternative to what seemed more "radical" 

61 ASH COUNCIL REPORT, supra note 3, at 55. 
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ideas for reform.62 The concept seems as likely now as it seemed then 
to permit domination by regulated interests. If the Administrative Court 
did turn out itself to be a "captive" institution, the ultimate result would 
be an increased-and exceptionally difficult-burden of review for the 
Supreme Court. The responsibility for bringing an errant agency back 
to the paths mapped for it by its creators would become the task of 
the High Court. The Court would have to decide whether to ignore 
serious epidemics of bureaucratic lawlessness or take up large amounts 
of its precious time on these matters. 

Fortunately, there is no need to replace the federal Courts of Appeal 
with a specialized Administrative Court. The Council claims that its 
proposal is needed to relieve those courts of the burden of administrative 
litigation, so that they can concentrate on other matters allegedly 
higher in priority, especially criminal cases.6" The Council does not 
discuss why the review of trials of individual criminal defendants is 
inherently of higher priority for federal appellate courts than the re- 
view of regulatory decisions involving the health, safety and economic 
welfare of consumers, the integrity of the environment, or vital civil 
and political rights. Indeed, the argument that criminal cases are higher 
priority matters for federal judges is curious; for the federal judicial sys- 
tem does not have responsibility for administration of the basic criminal 
law.64 Moreover, the Council fails to mention that the proposed Ad- 
ministrative Court would relieve the federal courts of only a small por- 
tion of its present administrative case load; cases from the executive 
regulatory agencies would remain within their jurisdiction. Finally, the 
Council fails to discuss the simplest and soundest method of diminishing 
the delays and other difficulties sometimes imposed on litigants: addi- 
tional seats could-and should-be created on the federal bench and more 
dollars should be allocated to the budget of the federal judiciary. 

To summarize our critique of Ash Council's specific proposals for 
reform, we believe [ 1 ] that, the replacement of collegial leadership with 
individual administrators would marginally improve efficiency and re- 
sponsiveness of agencies to public interests; [2] that having agency lead- 
ers serve at the President's pleasure rather than for a fixed term would 

62 G. KOLKO, THE TRIUMPH OF CONSERVATIVISM 172-81 (1963). 
6B ASH COUNCIL REPORT, supra note 3, at 53. 
64 The District Court for the District of Columbia did have jurisdiction over tradi- 

tional criminal offenses, but this jurisdiction was removed by the District of Columbia 
Court Reform and Criminal Procedure Act of 1970. 
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have no systematic beneficial effects on the agencies' performance; and 
[3] that the Council's concept of an Administrative Court of the United 
States would decrease the responsiveness of agencies to non-industry 
interests while producing no gains in administrative efficiency. 

DEMOCRACY, BUREAUCRACY, AND REGULATORY SERVICE IN THE PUBLIC 
INTEREST: THE NEED FOR AN OPEN REGULATORY PROCESS 

Although we object to many of the Ash Council's specific proposals, 
our most significant concern is that the Report misses the main point of 
the public disillusionment with the federal regulatory apparatus. First, 
we believe that the Council should have considered the entire scope of 
federal regulatory activity, rather than limiting its inquiry to the "in- 
dependent" agencies. Any effort to identify and correct the structural 
deficiencies of federal regulation ought to consider the problems of all 
federal regulatory institutions. If the Ash Council had considered the 
entire federal regulatory structure, we believe that it would have per- 
ceived that all agencies are beset by one common problem. We believe 
that the central problem with federal regulation of industry is not so 
much a lack of accountability to the President as it is a lack of accounta- 
bility to the public. We believe that to respond to the public's skepti- 
cism about the agencies, their integrity as well as their efficiency must 
be evaluated. Reforms must be devised to counter the observed tendency 
of regulatory agencies to favor the private interests of regulated indus- 
tries over other interests. In this section of our response to the Ash 
Council's report, we will sketch the dimensions of the tasks ignored by 
the Council itself. 

Just as it is no secret that non-industry interests are neglected too 
often in the actual regulation of industry, it is also no mystery why this 
unfortunate tendency recurs as often as it does. In most federal regula- 
tory programs, Congress has given the agencies extremely broad man- 
dates. These mandates give the agencies great discretionary powers. 
An administrative action can affect the economic welfare, health, safety 
or, less frequently, the basic political or civil rights of large numbers of 
citizens who are affected by the operations of the industry governed by 
the regulatory scheme. However, in striving to fulfill Congress' man- 
date the agency confronts no effective constituency other than the regu- 
lated industry. Consequently, the agency's perspectives and policies 
bend in the direction of the industry's interests. 

To be effective in the politics of regulation a particular constituency 
needs two things. First, it must have the political power to influence the 
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enactment of favorable legislation. Second, the constituency needs effec- 
tive representation before the relevant regulatory agency to present its 
position in specific administrative disputes. 

An industry derives its political power from several sources. It may 
have the power to make or withhold campaign contributions for con- 
gressional or presidential elections; or it may be able to deliver the votes 
of people in communities or states that are dependent on the industry 
or the position that the industry espouses. Also, representatives of the 
industry may have personal contacts with influential political leaders. 
These sources of political power are usually unavailable to the organized 
public. Their only form of political power is "public opinion," which 
is effective only in proportion to the breadth and intensity with which 
it is held and expressed, and ultimately, to the extent it will effect elec- 
tions. Frequently in recent years the political power of public con- 
stituencies has proven equal, or superior, to the power of the regulated 
industries in controversies involving the environment and consumer 
protection. 

Although strong public opinion can be an effective force in achieving 
the enactment of legislation, it is usually insufficient to influence the 
administration of the laws after their enactment. To be effective before 
the agency which administers a law, a constituency needs representa- 
tion. It needs advocates to channel the constituency's general views on 
particular regulatory questions, to make proposals, to refute arguments 
offered by industry representatives, to understand whether a particular 
measure adopted by an agency is substantial or a sham, and to insure 
that the regulators keep their public promises. Without advocates to 
represent its views, a broad public constituency can not convert its 
political power into triumph in the regulatory process. Conversely, a 
constituency lacking broad or especially passionate support on a particu- 
lar issue may nevertheless fare well in regulatory controversies if advo- 
cates vigorously represent it. The advocates can keep their constituency 
informed about the progress of matters of interest, and thereby maximize 
ability to mobilize sources of power. Moreover, advocates can appeal 
an agency's decisions to a court, should the agency fail to follow the 
law. 

In Moss v. CAB,05 the D.C. Circuit recognized, 

[t]he recurring question which has plagued public regulation of in- 
dustry; whether the regulatory agency is unduly oriented toward the 

85 430 F.2d 891 (D.C. Cir. 1970). 
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interests of the industry it is designed to regulate, rather than the public 
interest it is designed to protect.6, 

The issue in Moss was whether the CAB could exclude representatives 
of the public from a meeting at which regulated air carriers and CAB 
members and staff agreed to the terms of a substantial fare increase. 
The issue was a typical one and one for which the public had not 
mobilized powerful sentiment. Nevertheless, air travel consumers might 
have been able to influence the agency's determination had their repre- 
sentatives been allowed to present their views to those involved in the de- 
cision making process. 

What the Moss court realized is that "power politics" cannot by it- 
self account for the frequency with which regulated industries appear 
to dominate their supposed supervisors. In a democracy the people as 
well as the plutocrats, have power. But when the forum of controversy 
becomes a regulatory bureaucracy, the people need more than the bal- 
lot to exercise their power, and to make their political victories stick. In 
1960, James Landis wrote in his Report on the Federal Regulatory 
Agencies to President-elect John F. Kennedy, 

It is the daily machine-gun-like impact on both agency and its staff 
of industry representation that makes for industry orientation on the 
part of many honest and capable agency members as well as agency 
staffs.6f7 

In large part, therefore, it is continuing representation and not political 
power which has subverted the regulatory apparatus and damaged de- 
mocracy. To make it possible for bureaucracy and democracy to co- 
exist, and to breathe life into the concept of the public interest, the 
people must have the wherewithal to develop the kind of specialized 
power necessary for effective functioning in the modern regulatory 
milieu. To develop this kind of power the public must first have access to 
information concerning matters under consideration by the regulators. 
Second, non-industry interests must have representation to counter the 
impact of industry representation. 

PUBLIC REPRESENTATION IN THE REGULATORY PROCESS: 
SOME PROPOSALS 

As we established in the preceeding section the public cannot com- 
- 66 Id. at 893. 
67 LANDIS, supra note 17, at 18. 
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pete effectively with industry in regulatory controversies unless non- 
industry interests have effective representation in regulatory proceed- 
ings. Thus, the core of any program to bring democracy into the reg- 
ulatory process must be measures designed to assure that public interests 
will be directly represented. In this section we will set forth measures 
that we believe should be included in a reform program to assure ade- 
quate representation of public interests. 

Assuring the Right of Public Representation 

Although the federal courts have recognized the importance of public 
participation in assuring the integrity of the regulatory process, the 
federal agencies have been slow to accept the principles enunciated 
by the courts. In 1966, the D.C. Circuit, speaking through Chief 
Justice Burger, established the right of public interest groups to be 
presented before the FCC.68 Nevertheless, acceptance of this mandate 
has not been swift. In June 1970, Judge 'Wright had to give the CAB 
individualized instruction in the principles propounded by Judge Bur- 
ger.69 And in 1969, the FCC decided to grant the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company rate increases on long distance telephone 
charges after a closed meeting, from which New York City Consumer 
Affairs Commissioner Bess Myerson was emphatically barred by order 
of the Commission. In a letter to Miss Myerson the Commission stated, 

[W] e do not agree that the procedures we plan to use are in camera 
negotiations that are contrary to congressional intent.... [Although 
public representatives will not be permitted to be present at the meet- 
ings,] a reporter's record of the proceedings will be made and will be 
available for public inspection. . . . [W]e believe that the utilization 
of such procedures at this time in lieu of more formal procedures will 
better serve the public interest.70 

The legal basis for the FCC's position in rejecting Commissioner Myer- 
son's request to represent the interests of consumers of telephone service 
has since then been undermined by the D.C. Circuit. Nevertheless, it 
should be made absolutely clear to agency administrators that repre- 
sentatives of non-industry interests affected by their decisions cannot 
be barred arbitrarily from their proceedings. We therefore recommend 

680ice of Communication of the United Church of Christ v. FCC, 359 F.2d 994 
(D.C. Cir. 1966). See text at note 26 supra. 

69 Moss v. CAB, 430 F.2d 891 (D.C. Cir. 1970). See text at note 65 supra. 
70 Letter from the FCC to Bess Myerson Grant, FCC 69-995 (Sept. 17, 1969). 
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adoption of rules and regulations establishing the right of representatives 
of public interests to appear as parties or intervenors in regulatory pro- 
ceedings. 

The Need for Affirmative Measures to Assure Public 
Interest Representation in the Regulatory Process 

Assuring the legal rights of public interest representatives to partici- 
pate in regulatory proceedings is a vital first step. It is, however, only 
a first step. Without further affirmative action to assure that public 
representatives actually appear, the legal right to participate will largely 
be a symbolic-perhaps merely a cosmetic-advance. 

In recent years, several "public interest" law firms dedicated to repre- 
senting previously unrepresented groups have been established. More- 
over, some leading private law firms in Washington have lent support 
to the new movement, permitting their partners and associates to par- 
ticipate significantly in public interest cases pro bono publico. But de- 
spite this flurry of interest in representation of public interests before 
regulatory agencies, private efforts do not appear to be a sufficient re- 
sponse to the problem. There are thousands of practicing lawyers in 
Washington whose job it is to represent the narrow interests of regula- 
tees, but there are pitifully few who represent public or consumer in- 
terests on a regular basis. If the public is going to be represented in 
the decisions of Washington's regulatory apparatus on more than a token 
scale, affirmative government support is required. Designing the mecha- 
nisms to provide governmental support for public representation in 
regulatory decision making is a difficult undertaking. In the remainder of 
this section, we will set forth criteria for developing and evaluating such 
mechanisms and, on the basis of these criteria, discuss alternative ap- 
proaches to reform. 

Criteria for Guaranteeing Public Representation 
in the Regulatory Process 

Before non-industry interests can be properly represented before the 
regulatory agencies, public interest advocates must be adequately fi- 
nanced. Corporations may spend millions in complex regulatory pro- 
ceedings, such as rate cases. Although the overwhelming majority of 
regulatory matters do not involve such astronomical amounts, the time 
and money required to make effective presentations has been a substan- 

71 See Comment, The New Public Interest Lawyers, 79 YALE L.J. 1069 (1970). 
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tial deterrent to the success of voluntary efforts to protect non-industry 
interests. While effective representation of public interest groups does 
not necessarily require that public expenditures equal those of indus- 
try,72 the sums private industry spends for effective and continuing 
advocacy must be considered in providing adequate public representa- 
tion; for it is the advocacy made possible by those expenditures that 
public representation programs must attempt to counter. 

In addition to being adequately financed, advocates of non-industry 
interests must be independent of both the agency before which they 
practice and the industry which they must often oppose. As the dis- 
cussion of specific mechanisms will make clear, it may be difficult to 
guarantee this independence in practice. Moreover, independence is 
not enough; to assure adequate representation of the public interest, 
advocates must be accountable to the public constituencies which they 
represent. Finally, to be effective before a regulatory agency, an ad- 
vocate must be acquainted with the technical and institutional environ- 
ment in which he is expected to operate. In many instances, mere legal 
skill, even if backed by ample resources would be insufficient to enable 
non-industry representatives to offer meaningful challenges to industry 
contentions. Thus, schemes for assuring public interest representation 
should be judged in terms of four criteria: [1] adequate financing; [2] 
independence from bureaucratic and industry influence; [3] account- 
ability to public constituencies; and [4] expertise. 

Government Support for Public Advocates: 
Twvo Model Approaches 

In this section we present two model systems for providing govern- 
ment support for public interest representation in the regulatory process. 
Although innumerable systems which would combine aspects of the 
systems we present are conceivable, it will simplify analysis if the two 
models are kept separate. The first model is the "judicial model," in 
which regulatory agencies would appoint counsel in cases where public 
interests require separate representation. This system is analogous to 
those systems in which courts appoint counsel for indigent criminal 
defendants. Alternatively, the agency could provide for the payment 
of legal fees incurred by organizations representing public interests. 
The second model involves an "advocate agency". Congress would cre- 

72 In 1970, non-industry interests were successful in challenging a massive industry 
campaign for immediate permission to construct an Alaska oil pipeline. Wilderness So- 
ciety v. Hickel, Civ. No. 928-70 (D.C. April 3, 1971). 
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ate this new government instrumentality to represent public interests 
before other federal agencies and departments. When the two models 
are evaluated according to the four criteria listed in the preceding sec- 
tion, each appears to have its own advantages and disadvantages. 

The Judicial Model-Although the appointment or compensation of 
counsel to represent non-industry interests in regulatory proceedings 
would be a radical departure from present practice, it would, in many 
instances, be entirely consonant with present law. Most federal regu- 
latory agencies already have the power to appoint counsel to represent 
unrepresented groups in their proceedings and to assure that representa- 
tion of such groups is adequately financed. These powers, however, 
have seldom been used, and indeed the occasional suggestion that an 
agency exercise its power to protect non-industry interests has often 
been bitterly opposed. For example, the Interstate Commerce Act, 
which serves as the model for many statutes which create regulatory 
agencies, grants to the ICC the power to appoint counsel for groups 
appearing before it. 

The Commission may employ such attorneys as its finds necessary for 
proper legal aid and service of the Commission or its members in the 
conduct of their work, or for proper representation of the public in- 
terest in investigations made by it or cases or proceedings pending be- 
fore it, whether at the Commission's own instance or upon complaint, 
or to appear for or represent the Commission in any case in court; and 
the expense of such employment shall be paid out of the appropri- 
ations for the commission." 73 

Despite the statute, the ICC has actively refused to help unrepresented 
groups employ counsel. Recently, the Ad Hoc Committee on Con- 
sumer Protection filed a protest against proposed rate increases for the 
transportation of fresh vegetables and melons, the first time a consumer 
group had ever protested a rate increase. The Ad Hoc Committee re- 
quested leave to proceed in forma pauperis and to be provided free 
legal counsel by the Commission. The ICC denied both these requests, 
as well as subsequent requests for inexpensive copies of certain relevant 
materials. When counsel for the Ad Hoc Committee requested a free 
transcript of prior proceedings or at least permission to photocopy the 
transcript at the Commission's rate of 30 cents a page rather than the 
85 cent per page transcript fee, the Commission replied: 

73 49 U.S.C. ? 16(11) (1964) [emphasis added]. 
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Of overriding importance is the matter of our contract with a private 
company, CSA Reporting Company, which acts as the official reporter 
of the Commission and makes its money from the sale of copies of the 
transcript to interested persons. Our contractual relationship with 
CSA is such that we cannot issue free copies without jeopardizing the 
reporting services required by the Commission.74 

This is the same Commission which claimed to a Senate subcommittee 
that its "regulations describe the means and offer the opportunity to the 
public to participate in [its] proceedings." 75 Evidently, however, pub- 
lic participation does not have the same overriding importance to the 
ICC as does its private contracts with a reporting service. 

The FCC is another agency which has exhibited alarming insensitivity 
to the problems of financing public representation. Recently the FCC 
refused to approve a reimbursement agreement between a public in- 
terest group and a licensee as part of a settlement of their dispute.76 
This refusal is now being challenged in the Court of Appeals and sig- 
nificantly, the Department of Justice is opposing the FCC. In its brief 
the Department emphasized that, 

Without the prospect of reimbursement for a job well done, many 
responsible public interest groups will never even begin, let alone con- 
tinue efforts to improve a licensee's service. No citizens groups could 
properly prepare and handle a petition to deny before the Commission 
without lawyers to counsel them: professional and specialized assist- 
ance is essential. This need is especially acute in the case of those eco- 
nomic and social groups most likely to be the victims of inadequate 
service.77 

One would hardly have thought the FCC would need such a lecture, 
particularly in view of the previous lessons administered to it by Chief 
Justice (then Judge) Burger.78 

The FTC is the only agency that has attempted to insure adequate 
representation of public interests in its proceedings. In American Chin- 
chilla Corp.,79 the Commission ruled that a respondent in a proceeding 

74 Hearings, supra note 6, at 221. 
75 Responses of the ICC to Questionnaire on Citizen Involvement and Responsive 

Agency Decision Making to the Subcomm. on Administrative Practice and Procedure 
of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. (1969). 

76 In re KCMC, Inc., 25 FCC 2d 603 (1970). 
77 Brief of the Justice Department, at 26-27, In re KCMC, Inc., 25 FCC 2d 603 (1970). 
78 See text at note 26 supra. 
79 1970 Trade Reg. Rep. ?19059. 
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before the Commission is entitled to have legal counsel supplied by the 
Government when an adequate showing of financial inability is made. 
Seeking to extend that decision, the Commission has requested informa- 
tion from the Comptroller General as to whether the FTC is author- 
ized to pay any or all of the following costs of indigent respondents 
or intervenors: 

1. transcript costs; 
2. attendance fees, mileage and subsistence expenses of witnesses or 

dependents who appear at the instance of the indigent respondent 
[or intervenor]; 

3. traveling and other out-of-pocket expenses in connection with the 
proceeding incurred by the attorney representing the indigent re- 
spondent [or intervenor]; 

4. traveling and subsistence expenses incurred by the indigent re- 
spondent [or intervenor] to attend the proceeding when his pres- 
ence at the proceeding is deemed necessary by his counsel.80 

Since the authority given to the FTC81 is substantially identical to au- 
thority given to the other federal agencies under their specific enabling 
legislation,82 the FTC is setting a valuable precedent for public partici- 
pation in the agency decision making process. 

Significantly, a mechanism is presently available to provide, at no 

80 Letter from FTC Chairman Miles W. Kirkpatrick to Hon. Elmer B. Staaus, March 
17, 1971, at 2-4. But even this request ignored the possibility that the agency might be 
able to provide free legal council for indigent intervenors, or reimburse them when they 
have already retained counsel. 

81 The statutory basis relied on by the FTC is 15 U.S.C. ?? 42 & 49 (1964). Section 
42 states, 

The Commission . .. shall have authority to employ and fix the compensation of 
such attorneys, special experts, examiners, clerks, and other employees as it may 
from time to time find necessary for the proper performance of its duties and as 
may be from time to time appropriated for by Congress. 

All of the expenses of the Commission, including all necessary expenses for trans- 
portation incurred by the Commissioners or by their employees under their orders, 
in making any investigation, or upon official business in any other places than in 
the city of Washington, shall be allowed and paid on the presentation of itemized 
vouchers therefor approved by the commission. 

The General Accounting Office shall receive and examine all accounts of expendi- 
tures of the Commission. 

82 See, e.g., for the SEC, 15 U.S.C. ?? 79z-5, 80b-18, 78d (1970); for the FCC, 47 U.S.C. 
?? 154f, g, h, & i; (1964); for the CAB, 49 U.S.C. ?? 1322, 1323, 1324 (1964); for the 
FMC, 46 U.S.C. ?? 1111(d), (e), & (f) (1964); for the ICC, 49 U.S.C. ?? 16(11) & (18) 
(1964); and for the FPC, 31 U.S.C. ? 483(a) (1970). 
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additional cost to the government, funds adequate to cover the costs 
of providing counsel to under represented groups in many administrative 
proceedings. Under Title V of the Independent Offices Appropriations 
Act, agencies may assess fees from regulated companies to cover the 
cost of license applications, rate increase applications, route allocations, 
and registrations. Proceeds from these assessments increase the general 
treasury. Presently the fees assessed are low, covering only the cost of 
processing applications. There is, however, no reason why the fees 
should not be increased to cover the costs of public participation in 
agency proceedings. To be sure, consumers of regulated industries 
would ultimately bear the cost of this representation, but the incre- 
mental cost would be minimal, and consumers would be unlikely to 
protest the burden of financing advocates for their own interests- 
especially since their purchases already finance the representation of 
industry. 

Furthermore, we believe that regulatory agencies may directly assess 
the cost of public interest representation against the regulated industries. 
For example, in any major proceeding initiated by a regulated company 
involving an application or request, which if granted would result in 
economic benefit to the industry, we believe that the agency could not 
only appoint counsel to represent the affected public interests, but could 
also assess the applicant company for the reasonable fees of those ap- 
pointees. 

In Mills v. Electric Auto-Lite Co.,83 the Supreme Court noted that 
federal courts may order reimbursement of the costs of counsel, 

in cases where the litigation has conferred a substantial benefit on the 
members of an ascertainable class, and where the court's jurisdiction 
over the subject matter of the suit makes possible an award that will 
operate to spread the costs proportionately among them.84 

It would follow that a consumer group, for example, which successfully 
challenges an application for a rate increase and thereby benefits all 
consumers, should be reimbursed for its expenditures. By assessing the 
regulated company involved, the cost would be passed on, and thus 
spread evenly among all benefitted consumers.85 

93 396 U.S. 393 (1970). 
84 Id. at 394. 
85 Later cases have held that the benefit to the class need not be financial and that the 

case might be settled rather than fully adjudicated. See Kahan v. Rosenteil, 424 F.2d 161 
(3d Cir. 1970). 
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The practice of awarding fees for the representation of unrepresented 
interests is an established tradition in certain areas of regulation, for 
example, in reorganizations supervised by the SEC under the Public 
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935.86 In such areas, the courts 
have forged rules to maximize the incentives of public interest repre- 
sentatives to appear. The Third Circuit even went to the extent of 
requiring compensation where the representatives initiated a challenge 
and subsequently failed, before the agency and through multiple ap- 
peals, to win the benefits they sought on behalf of the class which they 
represented.87 There is nothing in the case-law to suggest that the 
judiciary would not extend the same encouragement to agencies in fields 
affecting the interests of consumers, minority groups, or environmen- 
talists. 

To remove any doubt about the responsibility of the regulatory agen- 
cies to provide for public interest representation, and to systematize the 
pattern for providing this representation, the President and Congress 
should define in detail the powers and obligations of the agencies. 
Agencies should be told when public interest representation is required 
and it is discretionary. In addition, Congress should define the costs 
which are to be assessed directly against the industries and which costs 
are to be absorbed by the agency's general funds. Finally, Congress 
should establish criteria for the selection of public counsel. Thus the 
decision whether or not to provide for adequate public representation 
would not be left up to the predilections of the individual agencies. 

It should be recognized, however, that the judicial approach to 
affording representation for public interests has certain inherent diffi- 
culties. As long as an agency has any discretion over the appointment 
of a public representative in a particular proceeding, there is a danger 
that the agency will fail to make appointments in cases where its posi- 
tions or prerogatives are likely to be challenged. This danger is particu- 
larly great with respect to agencies which historically have been hostile 
to representatives of the public. Secondly, reliance on a judicial ap- 
proach might produce public advocates who are relatively inexpert in 
particular fields of regulatory controversy. An appointed counsel might 
not have the experience and the range of personal contacts that many 
industry representatives can bring to bear. Thus appointed advocates 
would be at a particular disadvantage during the early and often crucial 

86 15 U.S.C. ? 79 et seq. (1970). 

87 SEC v. Guggenheimer & Untermyer, 221 F.2d 708 (3d Cir. 1955). 
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stages of agency proceedings, where major decisions may be made by 
agency officials on the basis of information provided in informal dis- 
cussions with private attorneys. This disadvantage might be reduced 
somewhat by the creation of a new set of rules on ex parte contacts, 
redefining the kinds of proceedings in which such contacts are per- 
mitted and requiring an appropriate record of the discussions and the 
documents presented during such contacts. 

The Advocate Agency Model-An alternative to the ad hoc appoint- 
ment of public interest advocates would be the creation of a new federal 
agency to provide representation for public interests in matters before 
regulatory agencies. The "advocate agency" could provide for non- 
industry representation by appearing in agency proceedings as a party, 
by providing attorneys from its staff to counsel public groups and or- 
ganizations, and by appointing or compensating outside counsel to rep- 
resent such entities. 

The advocate agency probably could provide more expertise in repre- 
sentation than that which could be provided by the judicial model as 
discussed above. If the agency's attorneys specialized in particular areas 
of regulation, they would be in a far better position to accumulate 
expertise and experience than attorneys appointed under any variant of 
the judicial approach. Of course, this difference might be reduced if 
individual agencies acting under the judicial approach were directed to 
emphasize expertise as a major factor in the appointment of counsel 
for public interests; but, as a practical matter, the only available outside 
counsel with adequate expertise may be the lawyers who represent 
industry interests, and these lawyers might be reluctant to assume the 
role of public representative. Perhaps prominent members of law facul- 
ties would be capable of filling the gap. 

The advocate agency concept is not without potential problems, 
however. For example, the constituencies which the new agency would 
represent might have difficulty controlling it. The agency's attorneys 
might develop institutional biases which would not be shared by outside 
counsel. They might feel pressured to sacrifice one client's interests to 
assure more effective representation for their clients in general. This 
problem could be remedied by providing that whenever possible the 
advocate agency appoint outside counsel or reimburse counsel selected 
by an indigent group, rather than represent the group itself. 

The more serious danger with the advocate agency approach relates 
to independence. On the one hand, a separate advocate agency would 
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be independent from regulated industries and their captive agencies. On 
the other hand, if the President appointed the leadership of the advo- 
cate agency, its capacity to criticize vigorously the practices and poli- 
cies of other federal agencies would be severely impaired. The advo- 
cate agency would in effect be trapped in an unbearable crossfire. No 
President would permit one appointee to criticize publicly other offi- 
cials and institutions for whose performance the President is also respon- 
sible. For example, in 1969 the Justice Department was angered suffi- 
ciently by OEO Legal Service's law suits against other federal agencies 
to launch an investigation into the practice.88 

There are two ways to ameliorate the difficulty an advocate agency 
would have in establishing genuine independence. The first approach 
would be to give the advocate agency's administration a fixed term, 
perhaps concurrent with the term of the President who appointed it. 
This approach would strengthen the hand of the agency administration 
in some instances, but cannot be considered a thoroughly reliable guar- 
antee. A second approach would be to place the agency under the 
control of institutions other than the Presidency. For example, the 
agency might be responsible to a Board of Directors, whose members 
were appointed in part by Congress, in part by the federal judiciary, 
and in part by the President. Further restrictions on presidential influ- 
ence might include specification of the qualifications of certain mem- 
bers of the board. For example, one slot could be reserved for an indi- 
vidual distinguished in the field of environmental protection, another 
for an individual distinguished in the study of administrative law, and 
so forth. Another possible solution would be to empower the Chair- 
man to name some of the other board members himself. Finally, the 
board could be self-perpetuating. This final alternative, however, could 
make the institution overly unaccountable to the President, the Congress, 
or even the constituencies the agency is supposed to represent. 

The method of financing the operations of the advocate agency would 
also have a substantial impact on its independence. If the agency were 
financed through congressional appropriations, especially if its budget 
required the approval of the Office of Management and Budget, inde- 
pendence of the agency would be compromised. Therefore, the agency 
should rely, as much as possible, on the alternative sources of financing 
discussed in the previous sections-for example, assessments from regu- 

88 Interview with Mickey Kantor, former Director of Program Development and 
Training, OEO Legal Services, April 21, 1971. 
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lated industries on an ad hoc basis or perhaps from a special fund or 
funds created from licensee fees and the like. 

Providing Representation for Public Interests: 
Summary and Recommendations 

It is now possible to summarize our analysis of the two models of 
public representation in terms of the four criteria we outlined above. 

Adequate financing-The problems of obtaining adequate financing 
without relying exclusively on the traditional appropriations process 
are similar under both models. 

Independence-An advocate agency would be more independent from 
individual regulatory agencies and their client industries than would the 
counsel appointed by individual agencies. The advocate agency's prob- 
lem would be independence from the President, who would not look 
with favor on criticism of his other appointees. 

Constituency Accountability-There would be no appreciable differ- 
ence between the two models under this criterion, provided that the 
advocate agency does not use its own staff when it is possible to pay 
the fees of an indigent group's counsel or to appoint competent counsel 
for the group. 

Expertise-In those regulatory areas which require special expertise 
the advocate agency model might have the advantage because it could 
develop in-house capability rather than rely solely on appointed counsel. 

On the basis of our analysis, we make the following specific recom- 
mendations: 

1. The regulatory agencies should immediately establish public rep- 
resentation programs which would provide for the appointment of 
counsel or the payment of legal fees for indigent groups. In addition, 
agencies should appoint counsel in the nature of amicus curiae to repre- 
sent public interests which are not organized into specific groups. 

2. The regulatory agencies should establish procedures for assessing 
regulated industries for the costs of public representation. The agencies 
should also increase the fees they charge regulated companies which 
apply for benefits such as license renewals and rate increases. These 
fees would increase the general treasury and would permit Congress to 
appropriate more funds for public representation programs. 

3. The President and Congress should systematize the establishment 
of public representation programs by defining in detail the obligations 
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of agencies to appoint counsel and assess the cost of public interest 
representation to industries. 

4. The President and Congress should consider creating one or more 
advocate agencies to represent non-industry interests before regulatory 
agencies. Particularly, such consideration should explore methods of 
developing expertise and assuring that an advocate agency is independent 
of the President. 

PUBLIC ACCESS TO INFORMATION CONCERNING THE REGULATORY 

PROCESS: PROPOSALS ON THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 

Public participation in agency decision making depends on public 
knowledge. To help assure greater public knowledge, Congress passed 
the Freedom of Information Act in 1967.89 The Act represented a new 
government policy under which disclosure was to be the general rule, 
not the exception. The Act required the government to justify with- 
holding documents, and it gave to individuals improperly denied access 
to documents the right to seek injunctive relief in the courts. In sign- 
ing the bill into law President Johnson expounded broadly that "a 
democracy works best when the people have all the information that 
the security of the nation permits." 90 

But the lofty purposes of the Act have not been fulfilled. After an 
intensive study, Ralph Nader and his associates concluded, 

The Freedom of Information Act, designed to provide citizens with 
tools of disclosure, has been regressively forged into a shield against 
citizen access . .. Government officials at all levels in many of these 
[federal] agencies have violated systematically and routinely both the 
purpose and specific provisions of the law.9" 

Bureaucratic ingenuity in circumventing the letter and spirit of the Act 
has taken several forms. The most common bureaucratic technique is 
delay.2 Another technique is to broaden beyond recognition the ex- 
emption for investigatory files. The Department of Labor, for example, 
has claimed that all material in all fields relating to enforcement of the 
Walsh-Healey Act, no matter how old, are "investigative." 93 A related 
technique is to include non-exempt items in an "investigatory file." 

89 PL. 89-487, 5 U.S.C. ? 552 (Supp. V 1970). 
90 Statement of the President upon signing P.L. 89-487 on July 4, 1967, as reproduced 

in 20 AD. L. REv. 263 (1968). 
91 Nader et al., supra note 7, at 24,073. 
92 See, e.g., Ackerly v. Ley, 420 F.2d 1336 (D.C. Cir. 1969). 
93 Nader et al., supra note 7, at 24,074. 
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The exemptions for trade secrets, and internal agency documents are 
abused in similar fashion.94 Moreover, before a party who is denied 
access to documents can seek judicial relief, he must exhaust his admin- 
istrative remedies. Each agency has established its own in-house appeals 
procedure, which is likely to be highly burdensome. The result is that 
only those individuals or organizations with substantial resources are 
able to obtain the documents they seek. 

Thus we assert that increased public participation in agency deci- 
sion making requires immediate changes in the implementation of the 
Freedom of Information Act. The following proposals are the mini- 
mum needed to make the Freedom of Information Act effective: 

1. Each agency should selectively list, by category and location, 
records of greatest public interest. This list should be published and 
made conspicuously available to the public. Furthermore, each agency 
should instruct its staff to assist the public in their requests for identifi- 
able records containing the information sought. 

2. Any written request which sufficiently identifies a record for the 
purpose of locating it should be accepted by agency staff. With regard 
to blanket or general requests, if an agency may reasonably determine 
which specific records fall within the request, such records should be 
located and made available. 

3. Where a requested file or record contains exempt information, 
the agency should offer to make it available with suitable deletions if 
this can be accomplished without undue burden. 

4. Each agency should reply to a request for information within 
seven working days. If additional time is needed, an acknowledgement 
should be sent to the requestor, within the seven-day period, furnishing 
such portion of the requested information as is presently available and 
telling him the specific date when the balance of the information will be 
available and the reasons for the delay. 

5. When an agency refuses to disclose requested information on the 
ground that it is exempt under the Freedom of Information Act, the 
reply should state, [1] what exemption is being asserted, [2] why that 
exemption is applicable, and [3] a brief outline of the appeal procedures 
available to the requesting party. A copy of all denials should be sent 
to a central office where they should be kept in an agency-wide file 
indexed according to department and to the exemption asserted and 
open to public inspection. 

94 See, e.g., Bristol-Myers Co. v. FTC, 424 F.2d 935 (D.C. Cir. 1970). 
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6. Each agency should establish a one-step appeal procedure that 

will produce final action within ten working days from the time the 
appeal is filed. Denials should be in writing and should include sup- 
porting reasons. A copy of all denials should be sent to a central office 
where they should be kept in any agency-wide file indexed according 
to department and to the exemption asserted and open to public inspec- 
tion. 

7. In view of thee public interest served by having an open informa- 
tion policy, no charge should be made for search time and other costs 
incidental to the handling of routine requests. If a request is unusually 
time consuming, either because of the number of documents sought 
or the difficulty in ferreting out specific documents in response to a 
blanket request, each agency should charge accordingly, but the fee 
should not exceed the actual cost to the agency. Copying charges 
should not exceed the going commercial rate. 

8. Each agency should establish procedures whereby requestors who 
demonstrate their inability to pay the above fees and charges may 
receive information without charge. 

9. Each agency head should distribute a directive instructing agency 
personnel that legislative exemptions must be construed narrowly and 
are not to be used for the purposes of circumventing disclosure. 

10. Each agency should establish specific, procedures for corrective 
action with regard to officials who resort to harassment techniques which 
frustrate FOIA policy. 

CONCLUSION 

The Ash Council did not focus on the truly significant defect in our 
regulatory process-the virtual exclusion of non-industry points of view 
from that process. The federal government must now assure broader 
participation in agency decision making. It must provide adequate 
representation to those non-industry interests which lack thee resources 
or organization to obtain such representation. The primary burden 
rests on the administrative agencies themselves. The agencies must 
recognize that they cannot serve the public interest unless they give full 
consideration to non-industry points of view. In short, the agencies 
must restore public confidence in the administrative process by increas- 
ing public participation in the administrative process. 
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